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Discussion published by H-Net Reviews on Monday, December 12, 2022
Type:
Home Office Notices (Jobs, Reviews)

The following reviews were posted to the H-Net Commons between 28 Nov 2022 and 05 Dec 2022.

Reviewed for H-War by Samuel Leiter

Reviewed for Jhistory by Toby Clark

Reviewed for H-Socialisms by Nicholas Seay

Reviewed for H-Environment by Jared Phillips

Reviewed for H-War by Mark Reynolds
Buy from Amazon -
Reviewed for H-Early-America by Thomas Cox

Reviewed for H-Japan by Alice Teodorescu

Reviewed for H-War by Nicholas Sambaluk

Reviewed for H-Sci-Med-Tech by Charmaine Robson

Reviewed for H-Sci-Med-Tech by Nedah N. Nemati

Reviewed for H-Early-America by Melinda Lawson
Reviewed for H-Sci-Med-Tech by Jacob D. Moses

Reviewed for H-Environment by Anne Barjolin-Smith

Reviewed for H-Sci-Med-Tech by Gianna M. May Sanchez

Reviewed for H-Albion by John Spurr

Reviewed for H-Environment by Magdalena Miłosz

Reviewed for H-Environment by Steven High
Desimini, Jill. _Cyclical City: Five Stories of Urban Transformation_. Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press,
Buy from Amazon -

Reviewed for H-Environment by Todd W. Braisted
Buy from Amazon -

Reviewed for H-Early-America by Scottie Buehler
Buy from Amazon -

Reviewed for H-Sci-Med-Tech by Ellis C. Frieh
Buy from Amazon -

Reviewed for H-LatAm by Ian Merkel

Reviewed for H-Italy by Joanna Bürger